CONSOLE ADVANCE Specifications
Standard Components
1. Control unit
2. Display unit
3. Application software
4. A set of accessories
5. Power cable

External Dimensions and Weight
Width

Depth

Height

Main unit

Approx. 100 mm

(4”)

Approx. 378 mm

(15”)

Keyboard

Approx. 460 mm

(18”)

Approx. 170 mm

(7”)

17” touch panel color monitor

Approx. 380 mm

(15”)

Approx. 208.5 mm

(8”)

2MP 21.3” color monitor

Approx. 376 mm

(15”)

Approx. 245.5 mm

(10”)

2MP 21.3” monochrome monitor

Approx. 376 mm

(15”)

Approx. 245.5 mm

(10”)

3MP 21.2” color monitor

Approx. 376 mm

(15”)

Approx. 245.5 mm

(10”)

3MP 21.3” monochrome monitor

Approx. 376 mm

(15”)

Approx. 245.5 mm

(10”)

Weight

Approx. 338 mm
Approx. 30 mm
Approx. 432.5

(13”)

(1”)

- 514.5 mm
(17”- 20”)
Approx. 520 - 599 mm
(20”- 24”)
Approx. 520 - 599 mm
(20”- 24”)
Approx. 520 - 599 mm
(20”- 24”)
Approx. 520 - 599 mm
(20”- 24”)

Approx. 7.6 kg
Approx. 1 kg
Approx.

(17 lbs.)

(2 lbs.)

8.2 kg (18 lbs.)

Approx. 10.2 kg

(22 lbs.)

Approx. 10.2 kg

(22 lbs.)

Approx. 10.7 kg

(24 lbs.)

Approx. 10.2 kg

(22 lbs.)

Power Supply Conditions
Power voltage

Current Rating

Main unit

AC 90~264 V

3.6 A /1.8 A

17” touch panel color monitor

AC100~120 V /AC 220~240 V

0.6 A /0.3 A

2MP 21.3” color monitor

AC100~120 V /AC 220~240 V

1.2 A / 0.6 A

2MP 21.3” monochrome monitor

AC100~120 V /AC 220~240 V

1.1A / 0.5 A

3MP 21.2” color monitor

AC100~120 V /AC 220~240 V

1.2 A / 0.6 A

3MP 21.3” monochrome monitor

AC100~120 V /AC 220~240 V

1.0 A/0.5 A

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
All brand names or trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
In some countries, regulatory approval may be required to import medical devices.
For the availability of these products, please contact your local sales representative.
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CONSOLE ADVANCE
—The He art of Your FDR / FCR System
Our aim – the ultimate in easy operation
The culmination of over 25 years of experience following the invention of the worlds first CR system,
the FCR101, and a decade after the release of FUJIFILM’s well proven “CR Console” we are now proud
to present our latest innovation; the CONSOLE ADVANCE. With its new design and improved features
the CONSOLE ADVANCE will contribute to a more efficient workflow within the Radiology department.
The CONSOLE ADVANCE has been designed and developed to be simpler, more efficient and more
comfortable to use for the Radiographer and to speed up the imaging process making examinations
more comfortable for patients.

1

Integrating all your FDR & FCR systems in a singe CONSOLE ADVANCE

2

New user interface and screen layout ensure safer, more accurate
and easier imaging

FCR XG5000

FDR AcSelerate

FCR PROFECT
FCR CAPSULA
FDR D-EVO Suite

2

3

Possibility of “One Click” operation (assuming full RIS integration)

4

Rapid Image display allows faster confirmation of examinations

5

Uses the very latest evolution of FUJIFILM’s renowned
image processing technology

6

Versatile functionality, and superb customisation options, permit
more efficient workflow

7

Full DICOM compatibility enables easy, flexible, integration
with other systems

FDR VELOCITY Unity

FCR PRIMA T

FDR D-EVO
FCR PRIMA

FDR VELOCITY T

FDR VELOCITY U
NOTE: For the availability of the product in this brochure, please contact your local sales representative.
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ADVANCED

ADVANCED

DESIGN

F U N CTI O N S

The sophisticated design of the GUI contributes to the safe, comfortable and efficient
performance of all radiographic examinations
In addition to the familiar basic operation, new
gradation design monitor and the intuitive
arrangement of operation buttons make it possible to
check and confirm information quickly and accurately.
The image display area on the display monitor is
larger, and enables easy checking of diagnostic
images. An optional touch panel monitor ensures
quick and accurate operation.

Precise enlargement function (Option)
Connecting the console to an optional
second monitor allows you to precisely
confirm the image on a high resolution
monitor. Text data is also displayed on
the second monitor so that patient
information and exposure factors* can
be confirmed. Various magnification
options allow the image to be enlarged
for more detailed diagnosis.
* When X-ray Control Unit Online Software is used.

Technique select buttons
Connected modalities are displayed using color coded
buttons, enabling the radiographer to easily confirm the
modality selected. By simply selecting a button, the modality
can be changed quickly and accurately.

ROI image adjustment function
Status display for D-EVO
The icons for the D-EVO are a new feature. When D-EVO is
used it is possible to confirm its status; charge level, WiFi
connection etc.

Using FUJIFILM’s unique reference feature, the displayed
image can be quickly reprocessed. This function enables
easier optimization of images.

Image stitching function
(Option)

The automatic image stitching
combines multiple images into
a single image for viewing a
wide area. Up to five images*
can be stitched.
* Only for examination with the FDR AcSelerate

Worklist screen

QA screen

Auto-trimming function

The color coded status display and thumbnail display
function are integrated. You can check and confirm
status and content of examinations at a glance. The
examination can be selected easily.

4

Operation buttons, aligned to match your workflow, allow you to manage
QA functions efficiently. Help text, explaining the function of each button,
makes things easier to understand initially.

The console automatically detects
the exposure area and trims the image
to the correct size or to the size of
the selected region of interest.
This function allows the radiographer
to expose in any place on a panel/plate
of any size.
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ADVANCED

ADVANCED

IMAGE PROCESSING

SY ST E M E X PAN D A BI LITY

FUJIFILM’s image processing technology climbs to an even higher level

The CONSOLE ADVANCE is connectable to various other pieces of equipment via the hospital network and is
fully compatible with DICOM part 14. The CONSOLE ADVANCE can be specified in standard configuration or
can be supplied with various optional software items. The CONSOLE ADVANCE is the heart of FDR and FCR
diagnostic imaging.

FUJIFILM’s renowned diagnostic image quality has now evolved still further. Leveraging its world leading
image processing technology, built on a long heritage in medical imaging, and its endless pursuit of
improvements in diagnostic imaging, FUJIFILM’s CONSOLE ADVANCE is more than able to meet the exacting
demands of the modern medical market. This greatly streamlines workflow thus reducing the load on
radiographers and speeding up diagnosis for doctors.

System Configuration

Dynamic Visualization

Conventional processing

CONSOLE ADVANCE

New processing

• New Dynamic Range Control

(PACS)

This new approach is designed to take full advantage of DR’s
dynamic range capabilities. Fujifilm has created a new full
spectrum optimization with dynamic-range control processing.
This processing fully utilizes all of the exposure data captured
and optimizes its image recognition output, enhancing
visualization of the entire image within the exposure field, even
significantly clarifying overexposed and underexposed areas.
The effect can be adapted to CR images as well, allowing
clearer detail images regardless of the type of detector.

USB

X-ray Unit

DICOM Storage

DICOM MWM/MPPS

FDR AcSelerate

FDR D-EVO

FDR VELOCITY U

FCR CAPSULA

FCR PROFECT

DRYPIX Plus

RIS
FDR

FCR

Imager

Information Display
Monitor

• New Gradation Display Optimization
This new processing is designed to maintain the highest
contrast possible for the region of interest achieving even wider
latitudes than traditional processing, by combining with a new
and more enhanced gradation display look up table (LUT) which
intelligently optimizes the monitor’s display characteristics.
This innovative image display optimization has been built to
enhance diagnostic viewing with just about any display on the
market. Providing easy-to-interpret and rich gradation images
for both soft copy and film.

Conventional processing

New processing
Linear
Interpolator

Use FCR for mammography

WWWL

WWWL

L

Linear
Interpolator

L

• New Enhanced Menu Parameters
Compared to film, a display monitor’s
dynamic range is narrower and
sharpness is reduced. Through an
in-depth analysis of conventional image
processing parameters, we developed
a brand new set of automated menu
parameters specifically designed to
improve sharpness, contrast, and
latitude for every anatomic menu.
These new parameters enable the best
possible first up display for every exam.
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Conventional processing

New processing

Free Layout Print (option)

CONSOLE ADVANCE *1,
becomes available for use in
mammography when it is
integrated with FCR *2
providing a mammography
system. Efficient exposure
performance is realized with
experientially enhanced
workflow, and ideal images for
diagnosis are provided with
the FUJIFILM’s trusted image
processing technology.

*1: Version 7.0 or later
*2: Applicable FCR: FCR PROFECT CS, FCR PROFECT ONE, FCR CAPSULA XL II

Multiple images can be laid out freely and printed onto a
sheet of film. On the FLP screen, the images can be modified
as for their size, trimming, contrast and overlay items.
In addition, by registering templates, the format settings can
be customized according to each customer.
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